WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT

LET YOUR IMAGINATION FLY WITH INSTANT POPS
OF PLAYFUL PASTELS THAT COME ON STRONG
AND SHAMPOO OUT IN A FLASH.

3 high-impact hues to love and layer
Brilliantly touchable & brushable
Temporary pigments = no commitment
or damage of traditional haircolor

INSTATINT

®

temporary color shimmer spray

UNICORN

Visit JOICO.COM to learn more exclusive techniques.
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1. Prep hair with Joico Heat Set and JoiLotion and fully dry with a
paddle brush. Create a mohawk with 5 middle ponytails using an
elastic to secure each section. The ponytails should extend from the
nape to the front top of the head. Adjust according to density and
head shape. TIP: Use a towel under the sections you are spraying
with InstaTint to protect the client’s clothing. For best results, spray
6-12 inches away from the hair.

2. Spray Light Purple into the
entire top half of the bottom
ponytail. TIP: InstaTint can be
layered to create a more opaque
effect.

3. Color melt Periwinkle into the
bottom half of the ponytail. Spray
lightly into the Light Purple section
to seamlessly blend the two colors
into one another.

6. Once all 5 twists are done, it’s
time to add more color! Take a
piece of paper and cut out a circle
the size of one of your twisted
ponytails to create a shield.

7. Use Light Purple, Periwinkle
and Violet Opal to add pops of
color to the sections. Add sprays
of Light Purple on one side and
then Periwinkle on the other.
This will add more layers of
color instantly!

4. Once all 5 ponytails are done,
gently comb through to blend the
two colors. Starting at the bottom,
twist each section and then use
your fingers to gently loosen the
twist while holding the end tightly.

5. Wrap the twist around the base
of the ponytail and secure with
a pin. Continue to loosen up the
twist to your liking to fit the style.
Twist each section in the opposite
direction of the previous ponytail.
Continue for all 5 ponytails.

8. The finished look should be a
mohawk of twists and textures
with multi-layered pops of Light
Purple, Periwinkle and Violet Opal.

9. Arrange heart stencils (not
included) on each side of the
head (2 inches back from the ear).
Spray both Periwinkle and Violet
Opal in each heart for an added
pop of fun.

